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Abstract—Autonomous systems have to sustain in environments of growing complexity and under dynamically changing
conditions. In addition, the number and the complexity of the
tasks these systems have to fulfill increases constantly. To cope
with these emerging problems, we present a general concept
of constructing environment models. From these models, we
can derive any kind of information in an application specific
abstraction, which we call views. Furthermore, we describe the
main problem in the generation of views as well as a possible
solution to this.
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Fig. 1: Relation between sensor data and application specific information.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

One of the main characteristics of smart environments is
the spontaneous use of ambient information, obtained from
remote sensors and servers. These sources of information
(mobile or stationary) can be a part of the infrastructure
of a smart space itself or gathered from other systems that
exploit these location-dependent information and services. The
ultimate goal is to perceive the environment with the best
possible quality, including as many aspects as desired. For
autonomous systems, such as mobile robots or even for the
emerging field of cooperating cars, the benefits of exploiting
environment knowledge and available sensory information are
obvious; reaching from a substantial increase of sensing range
to the integration of more and more detailed aspects into the
environment perception. Literally, it is possible to look around
the corner or to recognize obstacles and to plan to avoid them,
long way before they come into sight of a local sensor.
Perception requires two things: the input from sensors
that provide some basic physical data and a model that
allows to interpret this information correctly. Designers of
such applications have to deal with a couple of problems.
Firstly, the heterogeneity of sensors may require intimate
knowledge of sensor characteristics and complex adaptation
procedures of the application. Secondly, they have to solve
the problem of interpreting data coming from complex mobile
remote directed sensors like Kinects, laser scanners or cameras.
Solving both problems requires a huge amount of specific
context information, as depicted in Figure 1.
On the lowest level, sensor data interpretation needs some
form of knowledge about the sensor type and the physical nature of observed real world entities, which can be provided by
metadata. We therefore had developed expressive description
formats for sensors, to support their spontaneous use [1]. While
these sensor descriptions cover low level sensor interpretation
and fusion, this paper focuses on an application-oriented
abstraction of perception on a higher level. We propose the
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use of environment models as explicit knowledge for putting
remote sensor data into an adequate context. We argue that
cooperative systems, which exploit information from remote
sensors, will need an explicit environment model to cope with
the requirements of mobility. The information, generated with
the help of an environment model and available data, can be
represented in different flavors, such as an occupancy grid map,
a relative position, or a set of objects or entities that fulfill some
certain conditions.
In the related work, an environment model is rarely
understood as a powerful filter and fusion mechanism for
the heterogeneous and distributed sensor system, providing
a well-defined and stable view of the physical surroundings.
Additionally, as a major difference, the presented work does
not consider cooperative functions of different systems based
on an easy and efficient exchange of environment knowledge.
In this paper we strive for a more general approach, which
will support sensor interpretation, serve multiple applications,
and also allows easily to exchange environment information
between different mobile or immobile entities. This will be
crucial for generating large scale and global environment
perception. In contrast to our approach, other solutions are
to a large extent rather application-specific and just tailored
to a single dedicated control task. Furthermore, in most cases
the environment models interpreting information coming from
(local) sensors are intimately integrated into the application.
Before describing our approach and the problems we have
to deal with, we will give detailed overview on related research
areas within the next section and finish with a conclusion and
an outlook on future work.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

There is a huge amount of proposals to model the environment from various areas in mobile robotics. An early overview
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on state-of-the-art world models is given in [2] but as stated by
the authors themselves, most of these models are designed for
specific (robotic) applications only. Examples are “Constructive Solid Geometry” [3], a geometric world model based on
primitive geometrical objects, occupancy grid maps [4], octrees
[4], and many more. Nearly all of these examples for models
are also directly linked to the available sensor equipment and
the respective data formats. In contrast to the pure geometrical
representations, there are also application specific models, like
in [5] that shows an example for trajectory-planning of car
like vehicles, which require an abstract 2D model of the
environment.
Recently there is a shift to more general and complex
environment models, which results from the fact that also the
robotic applications and the environments itself become more
and more complex. Models should serve different purposes like
surveillance, decision making, trajectory planning, obstacle
avoidance, etc. Also, the authors of [6] tackle the problem of
specified and customized world models. They present a system
that incorporates a 3D occupancy grid map, other abstractions
with more than just spatial semantics are not considered (but
it allows to adapt update rates and accuracy to serve different
needs). A more general approach, with more information about
the environment and the objects within, is presented by Hsiao
[7]. It bases on the Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) [8], a high
performance library for simulating rigid body dynamics. Next
to the geometric description of the environment, it also allows
to label included 3D objects with additional information, such
as mass, velocity, color, etc.
The idea that an environment model can be constructed
from multiple sources is presented in [9]. It describes a
vehicle’s road environment conceptually as an (very specialized) object-oriented model. It uses a-priori information and
information obtained from on-board sensors or through car2car
communication. This means that, for example, the awareness
of another car in front can be obtained from the local sensor
system or from the communicated position of the front car
itself. It makes no difference for the application, because all
information is taken from the model representation only. This
type of modeling is ideal for situation assessment, because all
required sensor data of the environment is already translated
into a simplified data-structure. This type of modeling is
specialized on road environments, which restricts the type of
entities (vehicles, pedestrians, and traffic signs), their representations (2D points), and also the application. Nevertheless,
it shows that the application can be separated from the sensor
interpretation and work only with information derived from a
general model.
We discussed this separation of concerns firstly in [10] and
presented a step by step approach of extracting functionality
from an application that deals with environmental perception
in [11]. Furthermore, we demonstrated the applicability of
our concept in [12], see also our YouTube-channel [13].
Comparable to our approach, which is presented in the next
section, Belkin and Kuwertz discuss their concept for a holistic
environment model in [14] and [15]. It bases also on a scenegraph, representing the spatial relations between different
geometrical entities/concepts. But in contrast to their solution,
we do not believe that it is desirable in general to build a
global environment model. Instead, every application should
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be able to generate its own local environment model for its
own purposes (based on the available data within a smart
environment) and abstract any kind of information from it. We
had developed an architecture, based on a distributed database,
which allows each entity to construct and update its own local
environment model. Furthermore, all required data whether it
is actual sensor data (using our Cassandra ROS package [16])
or metadata describing sensors, actuators, or other objects of
the environment, can be stored with arbitrary complexity as
required.
Models based on logic predicates can be seen as another
type of environment modeling, which also separates sensor
interpretation and the use of the derived information. In a
first step, all data has to be transformed into logic predicates,
which subsequently can be queried easily according to various
aspects. This approach is mainly used to determine complex
action sequences as well as to describe complex situations
and formally bases on the situation calculus [17]. Examples
are “alGOl in LOGic” better known as GOLOG [18] with its
specialized dialects, such as Con(current)GOLOG [19], which
includes concurrency and the influence of external events.
KnowRob [20] is also a knowledge processing system already
integrated in the Robot Operating System (ROS) [21]. Logicbased approaches require huge knowledge bases and are slow
in response, but due to the used concepts of predicates and
rules, queries and situations can be expressed very simple
(mostly in Prolog-syntax).
III.

E NVIRONMENT AND V IEWS

It is a challenging task for a system to interpret varying
and heterogeneous sets of networked remote sensors and
also information obtained from other systems. It has to have
the ability to “understand” the environment. On the highest
level all information about the environment is captured in an
environment model. The concept of an environment model can
be described as a simplified co-simulation of the surrounding,
which is continuously updated by local and remote sensors.
It consists of elements and relations that represent all relevant
contexts for perception and control.
Similar to the concept described in [14], [15], a simple
scene graph may be sufficient enough, if only spatial information (e. g., distances, geometries, relative positions, etc.) is
required. More sophisticated scenarios like cooperating cars
require next to a geometric representation also data about
masses, friction, velocities and forces. This type of data can be
easily incorporated into the model by extending the prior scene
graph with capabilities of the ODE (equal to the approach of
by Hsiao [7]). The model as we use it for a robotic applications
are even more complex, including dedicated information about
the surroundings, its inhabitants (other robots and sensors),
their capabilities, as well as on different objects and tools.
To incorporate also such kind of information, we apply the
OpenRAVE [22] (Open Robotics Automation Virtual Environment), an environment for testing, developing, and deploying
real-world robotics applications.
As depicted in Figure 2, the environment model fulfills
three tasks. First of all, sensor data is interpreted and filtered
using its information. Secondly, it stores a history of states
of the environment and the present state that is continuously
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updated by sensor data. Thirdly, the model provides access
to specific aspects of the environment. We call the respective
information, depending on the application requirements, a
“view”. Figure 2 illustrates these relations.
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Fig. 2: View generation related to application requirements and based
on a common environment representation.

A view is a well-defined and specialized abstraction of
the external environment, while the environment model is a
general representation and will serve multiple applications.
This separation of concerns will ease the design of the application and support adaptation, because all the assumptions
about the environment are made explicit in the description and
can be changed. A specialized representation may be partly
based on a-priori knowledge like a map but it is updated by
the information derived from the sensors to include elements
that are dynamically perceived, for instance, other vehicles and
obstacles. As already mentioned, a 3D geometric environment
model will comprise a coordinate system, geometric elements,
the relations between them and the own position of the
respective entity. If other elements were classified as mobile,
their positions and relations will continuously be updated by
sensor information.
Figure 3 shows the dataflow of a simple robotic scenario.
In this example, a mobile platform operates in the aisle of our
laboratory. It is equipped with a Kinect sensor and has access
to virtual remote sensors that provide the static geometry of
the building. It should be noted that the correct interpretation
of sensor data from the Kinect already needs the environment
model, i. e., the description about the position and the field of
view. If we enrich the geometric model by the description of
motion, we will be able to observe trajectories and use the environment model to detect and reason about jams and collisions.
However, for our example we assume two functions, collision
avoidance and short range path planning. Both applications
utilize different aspects of the 3D environment model obtained
from the view generator. The path planning algorithm receives
an occupancy grid map of the vicinity. The collision avoidance
algorithm does not need the sophisticated representation of
the general environment model. The view defines a needed
subset of the environment model, describing this as metadata
to interpret sensor data. The view thus provides just the
information needed by the application functions. A further
important benefit of a view is that it shields the application
from the details of the sensor system. In the example, the
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view would provide the unit “distance” independently of what
sensors are used to derive this information. As indicated earlier,
a varying set of sensors can participate in generating a view,
without the need that the application must be aware of this.
IV.

T HE P ROBLEM OF A RBITRARY V IEWS

As shortly described in Section II, our previous work is
based on developing an infrastructure for distributed environment modeling. According to the required view complexity,
different models can be applied. All information about the
surrounding are obtained from the environment model. But
currently we have to apply specialized functions and filters to
create views, specialized in terms of the type of environment
model. Values such as the distance between two objects, their
velocities, colors, or their relative positions can be easily
extracted from the environment, while the generation of an
occupancy grid map might be more difficult. And the definition
of functions can vary according to the applied scene graph,
physics simulation, etc.
It is easy to see that this solution is less satisfactory because
complex queries or the definition of situations (based on the
scene graph) have to be defined within the program code.
Although, we started out with the undertaking of reducing
source code complexity. Furthermore, calling such functions
from the program code does not simplify the programmation
and it does not meet the requirements of a dynamic access and
changing demands. Queries and situations are hard coded and
we have to parameterize our code to include dynamics. As also
stated in [14], it is essential to have some kind of symbolic
representation of the environment to solve these problems.
Currently there is no system or solution, which can convert
geometric models into logic-based and vice versa.
If we interpret environment models as an implicit and dynamically changing knowledge base, it should also be possible
to query it in the same way as we query databases. In contrast
to logic-based systems, we do not want to query the environment with predicates and rules, instead we want to query
it with simple SELECT-queries, similar to ordinary SQL. In
fact, querying with SQL or with Prolog is quite the same, since
SQL is already an implementation of the Relational Calculus
(form of Predicate Logic). While SQL is primarily intended
to derive facts and relations (as we want to use it), Prolog is
primarily a rules and inference engine. The result of an SQLquery, as we intend it, can be a single distance between two
objects, a list of object having a special property, a specialized
map of the surrounding, containing only objects bigger than a
certain value, or a simplified model of the environment model
itself. Everything can be put into SELECT statement using the
WHERE clause to define additional conditions. Furthermore,
it allows also to define situations, which occur, if the SELECT
query returns a non-empty result. Therefore, we are currently
developing a new kind of programming semantics/language
that should allow to mix SELECT statements, running on our
environment models and normal programming languages.
V.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

As stated in [2], an environment model is the key component of any intelligent system, which must be able to describe
and represent the environment as well as incorporated entities
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Fig. 3: Composing an environment representation from static & dynamic data and generate of application specific views from it.

in an adequate structure and complexity. We presented our
general approach of building environment models and the
concept of deducing views from it. To be able to cope with the
complexity and diversity of application specific requirements,
we will have to develop also new programming concepts and
paradigms. Or at least combine well known concepts in a new
ways, which we will do by applying SQL on environment
models.
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